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あ らま し　我 々 が 提案 した関数 プ ロ グラム の 強力 な停 止 性証明法 で ある静的依存対法は
一

般 には適用 で きない ため取

り扱 うプ ロ グ ラ ム に
一

定の 制限を課す必 要がある．こ の よ うな制限 と して 我々 は直接関数渡し と 呼ばれる性質を提案

した．本論文 で は よ り適用範囲の 広 い 関数渡しの 安全条件を提案 し，こ の ク ラ ス で 静的依存対法が健全 で ある こ と を

示す．また，依存対法 で 停 止 性 を証 明す る際には，引数切 り落 と し法や実効規則が重要とな る，本論文 で は，既存の

引数切 り落 とし法 と異 な り型 の 構造 を破壊 しない 引数切 り落 とし法 も与える．さらに ， 実効規則 の 既存 の 成果を拡張

して 引数切 り落 と し法と組合せ た 実効規則 の 概念を 与 え る．

キーワード　単純型付き項書き換え系，停止 性，静的依存対，．引数切 り落と し法，実効規則 ．
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Abstract　We 　proposed 　 a　static 　dependency　pair　 method
，
　 which 　 can 　effectively 　prove　termination 　of 負mctional

programs ，　Since　the　method 　is　not 　applicable 　in　general，　we 　proposed 　plain　function−passing　a6　a　restriction ．夏n　this

paper ，
　we 　re 且ne 　the皿 ethod ．　Firstly　we 　propose　the　notion 　of 　safely 　function−passing，

　which 　relax 　the　restriction 　of

plain　function−passing．　 Next　we 　improve 　the　argument 丘ltering　method
，
　which 　support 　dependency　pair　methods

by　generating　a 　 reduction 　pair　from 　a 　given　 reduction 　 order ，　 Our 　 argument 　 filtering　 Inethod 　does　 not 　 destroy

type 　structure 　 unlike 　 existing 　method ．　 Hence　our 　 method 　ca 皿 effectively 　 apply 　 reduction 　orders 　which 　 make 　use

of　type　inf（）rmation ，　Finally　we 　combine 　argument 　filtering　method 　and 　usable 　rules
，
　which 　reduce 　the　number 　of

constraints ．

Key 　words 　S三mply −［［b・ped　Term　Rewriting，　Termination，　Static　Dependency　Pair，　Argument　Filもering ，　Usable

Rule ．

1．　 Introduction

　Simp 正y−typed 　term −rewriting 　systems （STRSs ），
introduced

in［4i，
　is　a 　computational 　model 　that　provides 　operational 　se

mantics 　f（）r　functional　programs　and 　directly　handles　higher−

order 　functions．　In　order 　to　prove 　termination 　of 　STRSs 　we

proposed 　a 　static 　dependency 　pair　 method 　 using 　static 　 re−

curs 孟ve 　structure 　ana 且ys置s　based　on 　definition　dependency ［6］．

The 　key　idea　of 　the 　method 　is　to　analyze 　a 　recursive 　struc −

ture丘om 　the　viewpoint 　Qf 　strong 　computability ，　and 　obser 一

vatioll 　that　the　analysis 　result ，　caUed 　recursive 　components ，

cQrrespond 　to　intuitive　static 　recursive 　structure ．　 S正nce 　the

method 　is　not 　appiicable 　to　general　STRSs ，
　we 　proposed　the

notbn 　of 　plain 齟 nction −
passing 　ln　which 　the 　method 　work

welL 　In　this　paper ，　we 　 expand 　the　range 　in　 application 　of

static 　dependency　pair　method 　by 三ntroducing 　the 　notion 　of

safely 　function−passing ，

When 　proving　by　the 　static 　dependency 　pair　methods ，
　we

need 　to　 show 　the　 non −loopingness　 of　 each 　 static 　 recursion

components ．　Then 　we 　use 　the　reductlon 　pair　or 　the　subterm
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criterion[2],  [6]. The  argument  filtering method  generates  a

reduction  pair  from  a  given  reduction  order,  The  method  was

introduced  in TRSs  [11, and  extended  to STRSs  [4]. However

the  method  does not  work  well  in general  STRSs  and  may  de-

stroy  the well-typedness  of  terms.  In [4], we  brought out  the

fact that  the  rnethod  work  well  in left-firmness STRSs, that

is, any  variable  of  left-hand sides occurs  at  a  leaf position,

On  the other  hand, destroying the  well-typedness  remark-

ably  complicates  the  application  of  the argument  filtering

method  to reduction  order  which  make  use  of  type  inforrna-

tion[5]. In thiE paper, we  improve the argument  filtering

method  in STRSs, which  llever  destroys the well-typedness.

  In order  to reduce  the number  of  constraints  when  prev-

ing the non-loopingness  of  recursion  components,  the  notion

of  usable  rules  was  introduced in TRSs[2], [9]. We  extended

the notion  onto  STRSs [7]. In first-order TRSs,  we  know  that

usable  rules  can  be strengthened  by  combining  the  argument

filtering method  [9], In this paper,  we  introduce usable  rules

combined  with  the argument  filtering method  in STRSs,

2. Preliminaries

 Untyped  term  rewriting  systems  (UTRSs) were  introduced

by  removing  arity  constraints  from  first-order terrn rewriting

systems  and  simply-typed  term  rewriting  systems  (STRSs)
were  introduced as  UTRSs  with  simple-type  const,raints  [4].
 We  assume  that  the  reader  is farniliar with  notions  of  term

rewriting  systems  [81, and  ofsimply-typed  term  rewriting  sys-

tems[4],[6].  In this paper, notations  are  according  to the

literature l6] .

  The  set  T(Z,  V) of  (untyped) tervns generated from a  set･ E

of  functioll symboLs  and  a  set  V  of  variables  with  £  n  V  ==  ¢

is the smaLlest  set  such  that  alti,,..,tn]  E  T( £ ,V)  whenever

ac  £ UV  and  ti,...,tn C  T(£ , V)･

  A  set  of  basic tzcpes is denoted by B. The  set  S  of

simple  types (with product types) is generated from  B  by

type constructors  -  and  × , that  is, S  ::=t Bl  (Si -

S2)1  (Si ×
･･･ ×  S.). A  simple  type a  is said  to be a  sof

fix of  a  simple  type e, denoted by a  E 6, if e has a  form

ai  -  ･ ･ - -  an  --- a  for some  ai,  . . . , an.  A  typing functton

T  is a  function from  VU  (£  X {tp}) to S, and  it is naturally

extended  to terms. A  term  t E T( £ , V) is said  to be  simply

typed  if t has a  simple-type,  that is, T(t)  is clefined,  A  term  t

which  has a  simple-type  a  is often  denoted by ta. We  denote

the  set  of  all simply-typed  terms by Tr(X,V)･

  A simply-typed  rule  is a  pair (l,r) of  simply-typed  terms,

denoted by l -  r, such  that root(t)  E £ X{tp},
Var(t)2Var(r)  and  T(l)  =  T(r).  A  simply-typed  temt

rewriting  system  (STRS) is an  abstract  reduction  system

<7;(X,V),-n>. We  often  denote an  STRS  <7;(£ ,V),-it>

by R. For each  STRS  R, we  define 7gN(R)  =  {t I SIV(R, t)},

7:.sN(R) =  7;(£ ,V)X7kN(R),  and  7g}XPS(R) -  {t1Vu E
args(t).SN(R,u)}.

 Let  R  be an  STRS  and  l -  r E  R  such  that  7(t)  =  ai  -

''･ -  an  -a  and  aE  S,ufun. The  set  (l -  r)eX  of  the

e:pansion  forms of  a  rule  t -  r  is defined as  {l --- r, l[zil -

r[Zl]i...)t[xi)...iZn]  -  r[lii...tzn]}i  where  2ri,..,iznan

are  fresh variables.  We  also  define Re= ==  Ut-.ER(l 
--

 r)eM.

The  rule  (t -  r)eXT  of  the full expansion  form of  l -  r is

defined as  l[xi,...,z.] -  r[zi,,..,z.],  where  zfi,...,x.""

are  fresh variables.  We  also  define ReXT =  {(l -  r)eMt  [ l -

rER},

Proposition  2.1 Let R  be an  STRS.  If s  li+ t then there

exist  a  rule  t -  r  E  ReX, a  leaficontext  C-  and  substitution

e such  that s  =  C[lel and  t i  C[re].

 A  term  t is said  to  be finite branching in an  STRS  R  if
                                       '
{t' 1 t -ii, t'} is finite. An  STRS  R  is said  to be finite branch-

ing if any  term  is finite branching in R.

 All root  symbols  of  the left-hand sides  of  rules  in an  STRS

R, denoted by DR,  are  called  dofined, whereas  all  other  func-

tion symbols,  denoted by eR, are  called  constructors.  For

each  f E  Dft, we  define a  new  function symbol  f#, called  the

marked-symbot  of  f. Fbr each  t i  a[ti,  . . . , t.], we  define the

marked  term  tti by a#[ti,...  ,t.]  if a  E  DR;  otherwise  t# ii  t.

  3. Static Dependency  Pair  Methed

 3.1  Safely liMnction-Passing

Definition  3.1 (Peeling Order)  A  well-founded  strict

order  >- is said  to be a  peeling order  ifthe foIlowing properties

hold:

  e t>- t{ fOr all t"i-a2  and  tli (i =  1,2).

  .  s}t=>  se  >- te

For any  peeling order  >-, term  t and  set  A  of  types, we  define

SubtaCt) as  the smallest  set  satisfying  the following proper-

ties:

  .  args(t)gSubta(t)
                                             '
  .  ifuia[ui,...,u.]  C  Subta(t), aC  ea, T(u)  EA  and

u  }  ui  then  ui  c  Subin (t)

Definition  3.2 (Safely IJ'unction-Passing) An  STRS  R

is said  te be a  sofety  function-passing with  respect  to a  peel-

ing order  >- if there  exists  a  set  PT  of  non-functioiial  types

such  that  any  l -  r  E  R  and  v  E  Sub(r) satisfy  the following

propertles:

  . if root(v)  c Vf,.. then  there  exists  u  E  Subi]T(t) such

that  u  [  v. and

  .  if v  E  V.,fu. and  T(v)  E T  t･hen v  c  Sub).(l) holds.

The  set  PT  is said  to be a  peeting  types, a"d  a  safely  function-

passing  STRS  is ot'ten  shortly  denoted by SFP-STRS.
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 3.2 Strong  Computability

Definition 3.3 (Strong Computability) Let R be an

SFP-STRS  with  a  peeling order  }  and  a  peeling set  PT.

A  term  t is said  to be strongly  computable  in R, if SC(R,t)

holds, which  is inductively defined with  respect  to >- as  fo1-

lows:

  .  in case  of  T(t)  E Sofu. X PT,  SC(R,t)  is defined as

SN(R,t),

  .  in case  ofT(t)  E PT,  SC(R,t)  is defined as  SN(R,t)

and  SC(R,  u)  for any  u  E  U{args(t') 1 t -;;, t', root(t')  E  CR}

such  that t >- u,  and

  . in case  of  T(t)  =  a  -  e, SC(R,t)  is defined as

SC(R,u) > SC(R,t[u]) for any  u".

Fbr each  SFP-STRS  R, we  define 71)c(R) =  {t 1 SC(R, t)},
7:.sc{R) =  7;(Z,V) X 71]c(R), and  71 g"S(R) =  {t I Vu  E

args(t).SC(R,u)}.

Lemma  3.4  For  any  SFP-STRS  R, the fo11owing proper-

ties hold:

  (1) Fbr any  strongly  computable  terms t"i-"'-an""a and

uli  (i =  1,.,.,n), we  have SC(R,t[ui,･･･TUn])･

  (2) Fbr any  non-strongly  computable  term  tai-'''-an-a,

there exist  strongly  computable  terms  u:- 
i
 (1 S i #  n)  such

that  TSa(R,t[ui,...,un])･

  (3) Any  variable  z"  is strongly  computable,  for all  a  E  S.

  (4) SC(R,  t") =}  SN(R,  ta), for all a  E S,

  (5) SC(R,t) At  !>  t' =>  SC(R, t') for all  t and  t'.

Proof.  The  proofs  of  (1), (2), and  (5) are  analogous  to the

proof  of  Lemma4,3(4),  Lemma  4,2, and  Lemma  4.3(3) in l6].
We  prove  (3) and  (4) by induction  on  a  with  respect  to >-.

 The  case  a  E  Seqfu. X PT  is trivial. In case  of  a  c  PT,

SIV(R,t) and  SIV(R,z) are  trivial, and  hence SC(R,x) is

also  trivial because of  z  
!,

 t' #  z  !  t'. Suppose that

a=  al  -  cr2-

  From  the  induction  hypothesis, an  arbitrary  variable  zri

is strongly  computable,  Thus  Sa(R,t[xil) holds. Ibeom the

induction hypothesis, t[ii] is terminating, hence so  is t,

  Assume  that  2 is not  strong}y  computable.  Let a2  =  a'2 -

･ ･ ･ -  aa  -  e with  e c  S.fo., bli/om (2), there  exist  strongly

computable  terms  u:i,..,,u#n  such  that  z[ui,..,,un]  is not

strongly  computable.  From  the induction  hypothesis, each

ui  is terrninating. Hence  zlui,...,unPs  terminating.  Since

z[ui,･･･,un]  is not  strongly  computable  and  its type e is

a  non-functionaL  type, we  have 6 G  PT  and  there  exist

terms u'  and  u  such  that z[ui,.,.,un]  -t, u',  root(u')  E eR,

u  C  argg(ur),  x[ui,..  . ,un]  }  u,  and  u  is not  strongly  com-

put-able. It is a  contradiction  because root(l)  ¢ V  for all

l-rER/  []

Lemma  3.5 Let R  be  an  SFP-STRS, t -  r  E Re"T, e be a

substitution  such  that le E  CIYtEYS(R), Then SC(R, ve)  holds

for any  v E Sub<r) such  that  root(v)  E V and  ve  E 7gf6gS(R),

Prooft  Then  there  exists  l' -  r' E R  such  that  l E

l'[xi,...,zn]andrEr'[Xb･･･7Zn]･

 Suppose that v  !  2i for some  i, Then SC(R,ve) fbllows

frorn zie  E args(le).
                 '
 Suppose that  v  E  Sub(r) and  T(root(v))  E  Sop.  X PT.                                '
Then  v  c  Var(r)gVar(l). Since te 

'>,.b
 ve  and  le E

[lgexeS(R) foIlows from  Lemma  3,4(4), we  have SN(R,ve).

Hence SC(R,ve) holds.

 Suppose  that  v  E  Sub(r) and  either  T(v)  E  PT  or

root(v)  E  Vfu.. Fleom the  definition of  peeling types, there

exist  a  term u  such  that u  E  SubF.(l) and  u  E v. Since

any  peeling  order  >- is closed  under  substitutions,  we  have

ue  E  Subts.(le). From  the definitions of  Sub}.  and  SC,  we
                                            '
have SC(R,  ue)  because of  le E 7Y8"S(R). Hence  SC(R,ve)

fo11ows from ve  E 7g7SYS(R) and  Lemma  3.4(1). Z

 3.3.  Static Dependency  Pair  Method
                               ttt                           '
 In this subsection,  we  present  a  static'dependency  pair                                    ttt
methed  for SFP-STRSs. 

'

Definition 3.6  Let R  be an  SFP-STRS.  Fbr each  l --, r  E

ReXT and  a[ri,...,r,.]  G  Sub(r) such  that

  e  aEDR,

  .  there  exists  no  u  E SubPT(l) such  that  u  E
a[rii...irm]i  and

  .  there  exists  no  u  c  Sub(l)X{l}  such  that u  =-=

a[ri,  . , . ,r.]  and  T(u)  E  8.fu. X PT,
we  define a  static  dependency pair  of  U  as  l# -

an[ri7...:rm7zi7..,)zn]TwhereT(aN[rb...]rm7zi7･･･ixn])E

Srkfun and  xi,･･,,zn  are  f:esh variables.  We  denote by

SDP(R)  the  set  of  al}  static  dependency  pairs of  R.

Definition  3.7 Let  R  be an  SFP-STRS.  A  sequence  ug  -

vg,ug  -, vl,  ･ ･ ･ of  static  dependency  pairs of  R  is said  to be

a  static  dependency chain  of  R  if there exist  eo,ei,... such

that  ugOi,vlei  E 719G"S(R) and  vS- O{ -!÷ uf-+,ei+i  for any  i, A

static  dependency graph of  R  is a  directed graph, in which

nodes  are  SDP(R)  and  there exist･s  an  arc  from ug  -  vg  to

u{  -  vi  if ug  -  vg,ug  -  v{  is a  static  dependency  chain.

Definition  3.8 A  (rnaximal) static  recursion  componentof

R  is a  set  of  nodes  in a(maximal)  strongly  connected  sub-

graph of  static  dependency graph. We  denote,by SRC(R)

the  set  of  a}1 static  recursion  component  of  R.

 A  static  recursion  cornponent  C  E  SRC(R)  is said  to be

non-looping  if there  exists  no  infinite static  dependency  chain

ug  -  vg,u{  -  vS,･･･  such  that u:- -  vg- E C  for all i and
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every  uti -  vtt E C  occurs  infinitely many  times,

Lemma  3.9 If an  SFP-STRS  R  is not  terminating  then

71fu.(£
,
 V) n  7:.sc(R) n  11SEYS(R) 4 e.

The  proof  is analogous  to the  proof of  Lernma  4.15 in [6].

Lemma  3.10  Let R  be an  SFP-STRS, For any  t E

7;if..(£ ,V)  n  7Lsc(R)  n  7g7GeS(R), there  exist  ln -  va  E

SDP(R)  and  e such  that t# -# lae and  le, ve  c 7;if..(X,V) n

1:.sc (R) n  71fEYS (R) .

Proof･ Let t E 7;if..(£ ,V)  n  7:.sc(R) fi 71tEYS(R), Then

t E 7gtX}'S(R) fo11ows from t E  IYEYS(R) and  Lemma  3.4(4).

  e  Consider the  case  thatt ¢ 7bN(R). SincetC

7gtKYS<R)n7;,fi,.{R), there  exist  l -- r  E  Re=T and  e' such  that

tti -t, ltie', -SN(R,  le') and  -iSN(R,re'). Hence -7SC(R,le')

and  TSC(R,  re')  fo11ows from Lemma  3.4(4).

  .  Consider the  case  that  tC  7kN(R). SincetE

7:.sc(R) n  7;if..(R), we  have T(t)  E  PT  and  there exist

terms t' and  t" E  args(t')  such  thatt 
-!,

 t', root(t')  E  CR,

t }  t" and  t" E  7:.sc(R). Assurne that  root(t)  c eR. From

t E 7:.sc(R)  n 7ZiN(R) n 7;,fu.(R), we  have r(t)  E  PT,  Then

sc(R,t)  fo11ows from t E 7b.(R)  n  7glsgs(R), root(t)  E eR

and  Lemma  3.4(5). It is a  contradiction.  Hence  rootCt)  ¢ CR.

Thus  there exist  l -+ r  E  ReXT and  e' such  that tn "  l#e' and

le' -  re'  -# t'. Since t" is not  strongly  computable,  so  is t'.

FVom  Lemrna  3,4(5), we  have 7Sa(R,le')  and  ]SC(R,  re').

In both  cases  above,  we  have {v' c Sub(r) i 7SC(R,  v'e')}  S
e because r  E  Sub(r) and  7SC(R,re').  Let v'  !

a[ri,.,.,rml  be a  rninirnaL  size  terin in this set.  Then

SC(R,rV)  holds for every  i. Erom  Lemma  3,4(2), there  ex-

ist vb...  ,vk  E 71ic(R) such  that r(v'e'[vi,.  .. ,vh])  E  Snfim

and  -SC(v'e'  [vi, . . . , vk]).  Here v'e'[vi,  . . . , vk]  E  nyG"S (R).
 Now  let v  i  a[ri,..,,r.,xi,...,xic]  for fresh variables

zi,..,,zk  and  we  define e(x) by  vt ifx ==  zi (i =  1,...,k);

otherwise  by e'(x). Then  we  have le =  le' and  ve  ;

v'e'Ivi,...,vle].  Since le E  [TligyS(R) fbllows from t E

7gi5"S<R) and  Lemma  3.4(5), we  have le E 7;ifun(£ ,V)  n

7;sc(R)  n  71SSgS(R). Because ve  E  7;,fu.(X,V) n  7:.sc(R) n

7gTEYS<R) also  holds, it suMces  to show  that t: -  vtt E

SDP(R).  We  prove this by contradiction.  Assume  that  la -,

vM ¢ sDP(R). Let i i  l'[zi,...,ze] and  r  i  r'[zi,･･･,zel

such  that  l' -  r'  E R  and  z!,  , . . 
,
 zS  are  fresh variables.

  .  Assume  that a  c  V. Then  SC(R,ve)  foILows frorn

Lemma  3.5. This is a  contradiction.

  e  AssumethataEeR.  Sincerle,...,rmO,vl,...,vk are

terminating  frorn Lemma  3.4(4), ve  is terminating,  Since

ve  E 7;if..(£ ,V)  n  71.sc(R), we  have T(ve)  E PT  and

there  exist  terms  u'  and  u"  E  args(u')  such  that  ve  -#

u',  root(u')  C  CR, ve  >- u"  and  u"  c 71,sc(R). Since

TGot{ve)  =  a  E  eR and  vO  E  7gi}7S(R), u'  E  71t6YS(R) fol-

lows from Lemma  3,4(5). This is a  contradiction,

  .  Assume  that a  c  DR  and  there exists  u  c  Sub}T(l)

such  that  u  !  a[ri,...,rm].  Then  SC(R,a[ri,..,,r.]e)

is showed  as  similar  to the  proof of  Lemma  3.5. Hence

SC(R,  ve)  fo11ows from Lemma  3.4(1). This is a  cont:adic-

tion.

  .  Assume  that  a  E DR  and  there  exists  u  E Sub(l) X {l}
such  that  u  Ei  a[ri,...,rm]  and  T(u)  E S.fi,. X P7'. Then

u  =- v  fo11ows fi/om T(u)  c  S.fu.. Since le G  71geS(R),

le E  7glkgS(R) follows from Lemma  3.4(4), and  hence ve  is

terminating. Since T(ve)  E S.Lfu. X PT,  ve  is strongly  com-

putable,  This isacontradiction. []

 We  obtain  the  fundamental theorem  of  the  static  depen-

dency pair method.

Theorem  3.11 Let  R  be an  SFP-STRS. If there  exists  no

infinite $tatic  dependency  chain  then  R  is terminating.

 Note  that  the (e)-part does net  hold in the theorem.  The

static  depelldency pair  method  therefore has a  theoretical

limitation.

Corollary  3.12 Let R  be an  SFP-STRS  such  that  there

exists  no  infinite path  in the  static  dependency  graph. If al!

recursion  components  in SRC(R)  are  non-!ooping  then  ft is

terminating,

 3.4  Nen-loopingnessofRecursionComponents

 Firstly we  introduce the  notion  of  (semF)reduction pairs

according  to the  literature [6]. The  notion  of  reductien  pairs

was  introduced in [3], which  is a slight,ly  abstraction  of  weak-

reduction  order[11.  The  notion  of  semi-reduction  pairs was

essentially  tnt･roduced in [4].

Definition  3,13  A  pair (k,>) of  a  quasi-order  k  and  a

strict  order  >  is said  to be a  semi-reduction  pair if }Z is clesed
under  leafcontexts and  substitutions,  >  is well-founded  and

closed  under  substitution,  and  either  k･> g  >  or  >･Z  g >

holds, A  semi-reduction  pair (k,>) is said  to be a  reduetion

pair if k is closed  under  contexts,

 Although the  path  order  based oii  strong  cornputability

in [5] generates reduction  pairs, the  path order  based on  the

simplificatioTi  order  in [41 does not  generate reduction  pairs

and  only  generates semi-reduction  pairs.

Proposition  3.14 [61 Let  R  be an  STRS  and  C  be a  static

recursion  component.  If there  exists  a  reduction  pair  (resp.
semi-reduction  pair) (k,>) satisfying  the foIlowing condi-

tions  then  C  is non-loopiiJg.
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(i) Rg  k) (resp. ReTg  2)),

(ii) Cg  k and  Cn>i  e, and

 We  next  introduced the subterm  criterion[6]  which  are

slightly  improvernents of  the  criterion  in [2i. Although  the

original  definition of  the codomain  of  T  (see the fo11owing

definition) in[2] allows  only  positive  integers, the  following

definition allows  stipulates  sequences  of  positive integers.

Definition3.15  Let R  be an  SFP-STRS  and  C  E

SRC(R).  We  sav  that  C  satisfies  the  subterm  criterion  if

for any  u#  -  v#  E  C, and  there exists  a  function T  frorn DR

to non-empty  sequences  of  positive integers  such  that

  (a) UIT(root(u})  >eslib vlT(root(vD  for some  uN  
-,

 v#  E C,

and･

  (6) the fo11owing conditions  hold for any  u#  -  vil E  C:

  -  ulT(root(u))  )esub VIT{root(v)b

  .  (u). ¢ )2 for all p  -< T(root(u)),  and

  .  q l g  =>  (v), E eR for all q -< T(root(v)),

Proposition 3.16 [6] Let Rbe  an  STRS  and  a  be astatic

recursion  component.  If C  satisfies  the subterrn  criterion,

then  C  is non-looping.

4. Argument  Filtering Method

 The  argument  filtering rnethod,  which  is designed by elim-

inating unnecessary  arguments,  geneTate reduction  pair  from

given reduction  order.  The  method  firstly introduced  on

first-order TRSs  by  Arts and  Giesl [1]. After that  the  method

was  extended  to STRSs by Kusakari [4]. Hewever  the method

in STRSs  may  destroy the  well-typedness  of  terms,  which

remarkably  complicates  the application  of  the argument  fil-

tering  method  to reduction  order  which  make  use  of  type

information [5]. In this section  we  improve the  argument  fi1-

tering  method  which  never  destroys the well-typedness,

Definition 4.1 An  argurnent  filtering function is a  func-

tion ir such  that  fbr any  f E £
,
 7r(f)  is a  list of  posi-

tive integers [i],,.,,ik] with  ii <  ･･･ <  ile 5 n,  where

T(f)  ==  ai  -  
･･･an

 -e  and  I3 E S.ftin. W ℃ can  extend

T  over  terms  as  r(a[ti,...,tnD  =  a[tii,...,ta],  where  each

t;･ is defined as  t;･ i  Ju"  ̀ if a  E Z  and  i ¢ 7r(a);  otherwise

t:･ =- T(ti).

 Fbr given  argument  filtering function T  and  binary relation

>,  we  define s  })" t by  T(s)  )  T(t).  We  hereafter assume

that if T(F)  is not  defined explicitly  then it is intended to be

[1,...,n], where  T(f)  =  ai  -  
-･･an

 -  fi and  eE  Snfun.

 Unfortunately, it was  indicated  in [4] that R). is not  closed

under  substitutions.  Hence  the  notion  of  left-firmness was

introduced [4] .

Definition  4.2 A  term  t is said  to be flrmness if any  vari-

able  occurs  at  a  leaf position. A  pair (s,t) of  terrn is said  to

be tojt:firmness, denoted by  LF(s, t), if s  is firmness.

Theorem  4.3  R)r any  (semi-)reduction order  >  with  l-

condition,  the  pair (R]., >.)  is a  (semi-)reduction pair under

the predicate LF.

Proofl  Let t i  a[ti,,,,,tn],  It suMces  to show  that

T(t)e.  I T(te).  We  prove it by induction on  lti. FYom the

induction hypothesis, 7r(ti)e.  2 7r(tie)  for any  i.

 In case  ofa  E  £ ,
 we  suppose  that t:･ i! l  ifa E  Z  and

i ¢  T(a);  otherwise  t:- =- T(ti),  and  t:･' =- 7r(tie)  if i c T(a);

otherwise  t;Y ii ±. Then  we  have t:･eT ) t:･', and  hence

7r(t)O.,  =- a[tle.,,  . . . , t;,e.] ) a[tt', . . . , tk'] !  7r(te).
                            '
 In case  of  a  E  V  and  root(e(a))  E )2, we  have 7T(t)eT  iii  'e.(a)IT<tl)e.,...,7r<t.)e.]

 )  e.(a)[z(tie),.,,,7r(t.e)] il

r(,e(a)  [tie, , . . , t.e]) =- T(te).

 In case  of  a  E V and  root(e(a))  E  Z, we  suppose  that

e(a) ==  a'[ui,...,uk]  and  t:Y Ii 7r(tie)  if i+  ic E  T(a');

otherwise  t[Y !i lu. Then  we  have T(ti)e  l t:-', and  hence

T{t)e.  I  e.(a)[T(tl)e.,..,,T(t.)e.] l e.(a)lt'1',...,ta'] EE

T(e(a)[tie,...,t.e])  =-  T(te).  D

5. UsableRules

 In this section,  we  strengthen  usable  rules  in STRSs  [7], by

combining  with  the argument  filtering method.
     '                                  t t
 WedefineSub7T(a[ti,...,tn])as{a[ti,･･.,tn]}UUiEiSub7T(ti)
                                       '
where  I =:  T(a)  if a  c  X; otherwise  i =:  {1,.,.,n}, and

Subtv'Z:(t) as  {t' E Sub.(t) 1 root(t')  c V, arps(t')  at []}.

Definition  5.1 For  each  pair  <u,v> of  terms, the subset

U'<<u,v>,T) of  STRS  R  is defined by  t -  r  C  U'(<u,v>,T) iff

one  of  the  fo11owing condition  hold:

  (1) root(v')  ==  root(t)  and  T(v')  [  7(l)  for some  v' E

Sub.(v),

  (2) T(root(v'))  l T(root(l))  and  T(v')  I T(t)  for some

v' c  SubV'it.(v), or

  (3) T(roet(u'))  ! T(l)  for some  u'  E  Sub9ft`.(u) with

root(u')  E  Var(v).

We  define the  set  U(<u,v>,T) by the smalrest  set  satisfying

Zl'(<u, v>,  T)gU(<u,v>  
,
 r)  and  U(<t,r>, T)gU(<u,  v>,T)  when-

ever  l' --- r' E  U(<u,v>,T) and  l -  r  E  (l' -  r')eM.  Fbr

each  set  C  of  pairs of  t･erms, we  define usable  rules  w.r.t.

aTyument  fittering U(C,  T)  
=:
 U<.,.>Ec U(  <U, V>,  T)･

  In the  fol}owing, we  assume  that  R  is a  finitely branch-

ing STRS,  C  is pairs of  marked  terms, and  t c A  iff

root(t)  :=:  root(l)  and  T(t)  l  T(t)  for some  l -  r E  RXU(C,  T)
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Lemma  5.2 R)r each  l -  r  c CUU(C,T)e=  and  e, the

fo11owing properties  hold:

 (1) ve  ¢  A  for all v  E Sub.(r) with  root(v)  E £ ,

 (2) ve  ¢ A  for all v  E  Subtv'Zt. (r), and

 (3) root(u}e  ¢ A  fbr all u  E  SubS℃
`.(l)

 with  root(u)  E

Var(r).

Each  (i) is a  directly consequence  of  Definition 5.1 (i).

Definition 5.3 We  suppose  that fbr each  a  E S, ±a

and  c.  are  fresh function syrnbol  with  T(la)  ==  cr and

T(ca)  ==  a  -  a  -  a.  The  interpretation I. is a  map-

ping  frorn terminating terms in 7;(X, V) to terms  in 7;(£  U

U.Es{lor,ca},V); for each  ta !  a[t7i,.  ..,t#n], I}(t) is de-

fined as  fo11ows:

I. (t) =I  
a[t'ii･･･,t"]

 
if
 
t ¢ A

    1 ca[a[t'i,･..,t"],Red.({I.(t')1t  
-fi,

 t'})] iftE A

where  t:- =- 1},(ti) if a  E X  and  i E  T(a);  otherwise  t:･ i  la,,

and

Red.  (T)=I 
± "  ifT==O

       i c.[teast(T),Red(TX{t})]  ifTt  to

Thanks  to the  well-ordering  theorem,  we  assume  an  arbi-

trary but fixed well-order  on  7;(X, V). Fbr each  terminating

substitution  e, we  define eJ. by er.(x) =  I.(O(x)) for each

xEV,

 The  fo11owing two  lemmas  can  be proved by structual  in-

duction.

Lemma  5.4 Let l -, r  E CUU(C,  T)eX  and  e be a  substi-

tution such  that  le is terminating.  We  define a  as  u(x)  =  u

if m  ¢  Var<r) and  eJ"(x) has a  forrn c[u,T];  otherwise

a(x)  
:::

 ei. (x). Then  we  have 1}f(le) -E :., 7r(l)cr,

Lemma  5.5 Let l -  r E  CUU(C)CX  and  e be a  substi-

tutien such  that re  is terminating, Then  we  have  IT(re)  =

T(r)el.･

Lemma5.6  If s 
-ii,

 t and  s is terminating  then

JT(S)rk{c,.)uv. f"(t)'

Proof. Ftom Proposition 2.1, there exist  a  rule  l -  r c

Re=, a  leafcontext C[1 and  substitution  e such  that  s  E  Crtel

and  t i  C[re]. We  prove  the claim  by  induction  on  C[].

Thanks  that  C[1 is a  leafcontext, it suMces  to show  the  fo1-

lowing three  cases.

 .
 Suppose that s  ¢ A  and  C[] i  ]. Then  l -  r  c

U(C,  T)eX.  We  define the substitution  a  as  similar  to Lemma

s.4. From  Lemma  5.4 and  5.5, we  have Iff(le) ". IcT "vl/ur.)

ra  --  reJ.  -- J}(re).

 -  Suppese  that  s ¢ A, C[] ia[･･･,ut-bC'[],Ui+i,･･･]7

a  E £  and  i ¢ 7T(a).  Then  t ¢ A and  hence I.(C[le]) i

a[. . . 
,
 ll-, , . .] =- I.(C[re]).

 .  Suppose  that  s ¢  A, C[] !a[--･,ui-i,C'[]iUi+ii･･･],

and  either  a  E  V  or  a  E  £  and  i E T(a).  Then  t ¢

A  and  hence IT (C[lel) i  a[･ ･ ･ , Ir (C' [leD 7 ' ' '] rk(c,.)uc.
a[.,.,IT(C'[re]),,.,]iI.(CIre]).

 
.
 Suppose  that s  E  A. Then  I.(C[le]) -i:., Red({IT(v) l

C[IO]Tv})  ". I.(C[re]). D

 Based on  Corollary 3.12 and  Proposition 3,14, we  obtain

the method  to prove  termination of  SFP-STRSs.

Theorem  5.7  Let R  be a  left-firrnness and  finitely branch-

ing SFP-STRS  such  that  there  exists  no  infinite path in the

static  dependency  graph. If for each  C  E  SRC(R)  there ex-

ist an  argurnent  filtering function T  and  a  reduction  order

(resp. semi-reduction  order)  >  such  that  Cn  >  + ¢ and

U(C,  T)  U C. U Cgk.  (resp, (bl(C, T)  U C.)eM U Cgk.), then

R  is terminating.
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